API SECURE
Hack | Extract | Detect | Protect

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Data Theorem’s API Security product is designed to:

1. Inventory all your APIs
2. Hack your APIs
3. Remediate security issues within the CI pipeline

The analyzer engine continuously discovers vulnerabilities in multi-cloud/on-premise environments and provides critical alerts/remediation solutions in real time.

PLATFORM FEATURES

- Inventory all applications and APIs
- Real-time Alerts on Shadow APIs
- Hack all RESTful APIs, Web Apps (SPA), and Serverless Apps
- Detects configuration and implementation flaws
- Provides secure code via Jira, Jenkins, etc.
- Instant compliance reporting
- Dynamic run-time security review across all 5 pillars of security:
  - Authentication
  - Authorization
  - Encryption
  - Availability
  - Auditing

BENEFITS

- Continuous inventory of RESTful APIs, Serverless, and Single Page WebApps
- Systematically hack all attack points using common hacker techniques
- Identify the most critical vulnerabilities across all of your native and third-party APIs
- Instantly get alerts on new, changed, and exposed APIs via Slack/Teams
- Uncover shadow APIs leaking customer data
- Reveal your entire black box / grey box API attack surface
- Auto-remediate issues before a data breach occurs
- Save time & money by reducing the burden on IT, development, and operations staff
- Compliance reports are available within minutes for PCI, GDPR, CCPA, HIPAA, FTC, OWASP, MITRE, NIST, and more
- Find and fix security issues in CI pipelines, preventing them migrating into production
A common frustration for distributed teams is that many security tools are limited in function and only allow one user to have insights into vulnerability management and control over resolving them. For API security, application and infrastructure teams will need to address issues simultaneously. Our automated security tools are solving this to allow custom access for different, designated roles.

For example:

**Infrastructure engineer:** Has access to all results, can invite new users to the portal, access compliance reporting, and can close any issue at any time.

**Security:** Has access to zero apps by default, but must be given access to all security monitoring. The security user can close issues at any time and access reporting 24/7, but has no other access beyond closing issues one-by-one.

**Developer:** Has access to apps by default, but cannot close issues. The developer account allows viewing of secure code and remediation summaries.

“With Data Theorem, we have continuous security testing in place for all of our apps in the app stores with security discovery and inspection across our modern APIs.”

Head of Security, Evernote
“Many API breaches have one thing in common: the breached organization didn’t know about their unsecured API until it was too late.” Gartner advises that companies “adopt a continuous approach to API Security”. Data Theorem specializes in proactive security and goes beyond securing the perimeter to inventory, continuously monitor, and remediate shadow APIs, leaky data, and resolve storage configurations. The result is a program that is designed to secure your data at every level.